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ABSTRACT

A large, long-standing, and pervasive climate model bias is excessive absorbed shortwave radiation (ASR)
over the midlatitude oceans, especially the Southern Ocean. This study investigates both the underlying
mechanisms for and climate impacts of this bias within the Community Earth System Model, version 1, with
the Community Atmosphere Model, version 5 [CESM1(CAM5)]. Excessive Southern Ocean ASR in
CESM1(CAM5) results in part because low-level clouds contain insufficient amounts of supercooled liquid.
In a present-day atmosphere-only run, an observationally motivated modification to the shallow convection
detrainment increases supercooled cloud liquid, brightens low-level clouds, and substantially reduces the Southern
Ocean ASR bias. Tuning to maintain global energy balance enables reduction of a compensating tropical ASR
bias. In the resulting preindustrial fully coupled run with a brighter Southern Ocean and dimmer tropics, the
Southern Ocean cools and the tropics warm. As a result of the enhanced meridional temperature gradient,
poleward heat transport increases in both hemispheres (especially the Southern Hemisphere), and the Southern
Hemisphere atmospheric jet strengthens. Because northward cross-equatorial heat transport reductions occur
primarily in the ocean (80%), not the atmosphere (20%), a proposed atmospheric teleconnection linking Southern
Ocean ASR bias reduction and cooling with northward shifts in tropical precipitation has little impact. In summary, observationally motivated supercooled liquid water increases in shallow convective clouds enable large
reductions in long-standing climate model shortwave radiation biases. Of relevance to both model bias reduction
and climate dynamics, quantifying the influence of Southern Ocean cooling on tropical precipitation requires a
model with dynamic ocean heat transport.

1. Motivation
Excessive absorbed shortwave radiation (ASR) over
the midlatitude oceans is a ubiquitous, large, and longstanding bias in both climate models and reanalyses
(Trenberth and Fasullo 2010; Hwang and Frierson 2013).
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ASR biases are largest over the Southern Ocean, where
local differences between satellite-observed and modeled
ASR often reach tens ofwatts per square meter. In many
models, insufficient cloud optical depth explains the
excessive midlatitude ocean ASR. Simply put, the model
clouds are not bright enough. Studies using cyclone
compositing have shown that climate model ASR biases
are largest in the post-cold-front regions of midlatitude
cyclones where low-topped shallow convective clouds are
the dominant cloud type (Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2014;
Williams et al. 2013; Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2012).
Recognizing that large model radiation errors may
have a profound influence on the simulated climate, this
study has two goals. First, we aim to use observations to
motivate improvements in climate model physics and
reduce midlatitude ocean ASR bias. Second, we aim to
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assess the impacts of reduced midlatitude ocean ASR
bias on global climate. To achieve these goals, we employ
a widely used global coupled climate model: the Community Earth System Model, version 1, with the Community Atmosphere Model, version 5 [CESM1(CAM5);
Hurrell et al. 2013]. Like most climate models of its class,
CESM1(CAM5) has excessive midlatitude ocean ASR
as a result of dim clouds that do not scatter enough incoming sunlight back to space (Kay et al. 2012a).
Accomplishing the first goal of this study requires
identifying and removing a deficiency in the model
equations used to predict midlatitude ocean cloud properties. Satellite and in situ observations show ubiquitous
supercooled cloud liquid in low-level clouds over the
midlatitude oceans, especially the Southern Ocean (e.g.,
Hu et al. 2010; Morrison et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2012;
Cesana and Chepfer 2013; Chubb et al. 2013; BodasSalcedo et al. 2016). Even close to the Antarctic continent during winter, total glaciation in low clouds over
the Southern Ocean is rare (e.g., Morrison et al. 2011;
Huang et al. 2012). Supercooled cloud liquid exerts a
strong control on cloud radiative effects in both models
(e.g., Kay et al. 2014; Forbes and Ahlgrimm 2014) and
observations (e.g., Shupe and Intrieri 2004; BodasSalcedo et al. 2016).
Numerical weather and climate models struggle to
reproduce observations of ubiquitous supercooled liquidcontaining clouds in the extratropical atmosphere (e.g.,
Cesana and Chepfer 2013; Forbes and Ahlgrimm 2014;
Gettelman et al. 2015). The processes that produce and
remove supercooled cloud liquid are not explicitly resolved in these models because they occur at a scale that
is much smaller than the model resolution. But beyond
this scale challenge, it is important to realize that the
ubiquitous presence of supercooled liquid is in itself
surprising and not fully understood (Morrison et al.
2012). It is well known that when ice and supercooled
liquid coexist, the ice grows at the expense of the liquid by
the Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen mechanism (Wegener
1911; Bergeron 1935; Findeisen 1938). Indeed, the turbulent and microphysical processes that enable supercooled liquid to persist in the atmosphere despite the
Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen mechanism are complex,
coupled, and enigmatic.
Motivated by observations of ubiquitous supercooled
liquid in midlatitude oceanic clouds and by knowing that
cloud liquid water content exerts a strong control on
cloud radiative properties, we propose a hypothesis:
midlatitude ocean clouds are not bright enough in
climate models because the modeled clouds contain
insufficient amounts of supercooled liquid water. To
test this hypothesis, we change the model physics in
CESM1(CAM5) to allow more supercooled liquid water
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in shallow convective clouds (see supplemental information). In support of our hypothesis, increasing supercooled liquid in shallow convective clouds makes those
clouds brighter and substantially reduces the excessive midlatitude oceanic ASR bias, especially over the
Southern Ocean.
Having introduced our first goal, we next introduce
and motivate our second goal: documenting the influence of midlatitude ocean ASR bias reduction on the
global climate system. Given the large magnitude of the
ASR biases we aim to reduce, we expect bias reduction
will produce changes in global energy budgets and in
atmospheric and oceanic circulation. In particular, we
investigate the possibility that brightening midlatitude
clouds will lead to a tropical precipitation response via an
atmospheric teleconnection. As described in recent review
papers by Chiang and Friedman (2012) and Schneider
et al. (2014), the central idea behind this atmospheric
teleconnection is simple: a hemispheric asymmetry in
heating or cooling shifts tropical rainfall and associated
atmospheric circulation toward the relatively warmed
hemisphere. Especially pertinent to this study, Hwang and
Frierson (2013) invoke this atmospheric teleconnection
when hypothesizing that fixing the Southern Ocean ASR
climate model bias will preferentially cool the Southern
Hemisphere and shift tropical precipitation northward to
ameliorate another long-standing climate model bias: the
double intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) bias (e.g.,
Lin 2007). We test this proposed extratropical–tropical
teleconnection in a hierarchy of model configurations with
varying degrees of atmosphere–ocean coupling. As we will
show, dynamic ocean heat transport mutes the atmospheric teleconnection linking Southern Ocean cooling
with northward ITCZ shifts.

2. Model and experiments
a. Midlatitude oceanic clouds in CESM1(CAM5)
We use a single climate model for our numerical experiments: CESM1(CAM5). All of our numerical experiments
were done with the CESM Large Ensemble project (CESMLE) code base (Kay et al. 2015), which uses CAM, version
5.2. CESM1(CAM5) is a state-of-the-art global coupled climate model that participated in phase 5 of the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; Taylor et al. 2012).
A full description of CESM1(CAM5) and its capabilities can
be found in a special collection of the Journal of Climate.
Of particular relevance to this study are the representation of double-moment cloud microphysics (Morrison
and Gettelman 2008) and shallow convection (Park and
Bretherton 2009). A description of the integration of cloud
processes in CAM5 can be found in Park et al. (2014).
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FIG. 1. Atmospheric circulation, clouds, and air temperatures over the Southern Ocean in the fully coupled control run (FC1850_cnt;
Table 1). (left) Cloud fraction (colors) and subsidence (black contours; hPa day21) for the (a) annual mean (ANN), (b) Southern
Hemisphere winter (JJA), and (c) Southern Hemisphere summer (DJF). (center) Gridbox cloud liquid mixing ratio (colors) and air
temperature (black contours; K) for (d) ANN, (e) JJA, and (f) DJF. (g)–(i) As in (d)–(f), but for cloud ice mixing ratio.

To introduce midlatitude oceanic regions in
CESM1(CAM5), Figs. 1a–c show the atmospheric
circulation and cloud distribution from 308 to 708S for
the annual mean, Southern Hemisphere winter (JJA),
and Southern Hemisphere summer (DJF). In the annual
mean, ascent from 508 to 708S associated with the midlatitude storm track leads to relatively large cloud fractions from the surface into the free troposphere, with the
largest cloud fractions below 700 mb (1 mb 5 1 hPa).
From 308 to 508S, subsidence associated with the descending branch of the Hadley circulation leads to relatively small cloud fractions throughout the troposphere
and relatively shallow low cloud tops. Seasonal changes
in insolation shift the entire atmospheric circulation
pattern poleward in DJF and equatorward in JJA, but
the general nature of the circulation and corresponding
cloud distributions are seasonally invariant.
In addition to cloud fraction, cloud properties (e.g.,
phase, temperature, and particle size) exert a strong
control on cloud radiative effects. For example, Southern Ocean total cloud fractions within CAM5 are within
0.10 of satellite observations, yet CAM5 still has large
Southern Ocean ASR biases indicative of cloud properties biases (Kay et al. 2012a). Motivated by the need to
understand cloud properties and specifically cloud water

content, Figs. 1d–i show the vertical distribution of
Southern Ocean cloud water content in CESM1(CAM5)
in the annual mean, DJF, and JJA. At all times of the
year, the vast majority of the CESM1(CAM5) low-level
(pressure . 700 mb) cloud water is liquid, not ice. Supercooled liquid dominates between 268 and 273 K.
Below 268 K, the cloud water content is a mix of water
and ice. Observations show supercooled liquid dominance down to 253 K (Hu et al. 2010; Morrison et al.
2011; Cesana and Chepfer 2013; Chubb et al. 2013).
Indeed, comparisons with satellite observations
(Cesana and Chepfer 2013; O’Dell et al. 2008) show
that CAM5 clouds have too much ice and insufficient
supercooled cloud liquid over the Southern Ocean
(Kay et al. 2016). In summary, CESM1(CAM5) contains insufficient supercooled cloud liquid at temperatures below 268 K.
Having identified that CESM1(CAM5) clouds have
insufficient supercooled cloud liquid, how can this cloud
phase bias be ‘‘fixed’’? Cloud properties in climate
models are controlled by interactions between the gridscale processes, such as condensation and evaporation,
and the parameterized physics, most notably the cloud
microphysics and convection. The dominant processes
controlling modeled clouds can be identified using
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FIG. 2. Annual mean cloud liquid tendencies over the subsidence (308–508S, solid) and ascent (508–708S, dashed) regions of the Southern
Ocean in the fully coupled control run (FC1850_cnt; Table 1): (a) vertical diffusion and all moist physics tendencies; (b) microphysics
tendencies. Note: the total tendency due to moist physics processes is the sum of MPDLIQ, MACPDLIQ, SHDLFLIQ CMFDLIQ,
ZMDLIQ, and DPDLFLIQ. The total tendency due to microphysical processes is the sum of MPDW2P, MPDW2I, MPDW2V,
QCSEDTEN, and QCSEVAP.

tendencies: namely, the change in cloud mixing ratio per
unit time resulting from the physical processes represented by the model.
Figure 2 shows the annual mean cloud liquid tendencies in both the subsidence (308–508S) and ascent
(508–708S) regions for CESM1(CAM5) moist physical
processes. Over both Southern Ocean regions, detrainment from the shallow convection parameterization (SHDLFLIQ) is the primary source of low-level
cloud condensate. Once liquid cloud forms, it is depleted
by precipitation in the parameterized microphysics
(MPDW2P); grid-scale evaporation, also known as ‘‘the
macrophysics’’ (MACPDLIQ); and, to a lesser extent,
by convective transport–mixing (entrainment of dry air)
in the parameterized shallow convection (CMFDLIQ).
The conversion of cloud liquid to precipitation (MPDW2P)
primarily produces rain but also some snow in the ascent regime (not shown). Conversion of cloud liquid

to ice (MPDW2I), which occurs primarily via the
Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen process (not shown),
is a secondary sink for cloud liquid in the ascent regime
(Fig. 2b). In the ascent regime, vertical diffusion (turbulent mixing) is also a sink for cloud liquid produced by
moist physical processes (not shown). Deep convection
has a negligible influence on Southern Ocean cloud liquid, and thus deep convective tendencies are small.
Since cloud liquid and ice water content are governed
by complex prognostic equations involving many processes, coming up with a simple explanation for insufficient supercooled liquid in CAM5 at first seems
hopeless. Knowing that shallow convective detrainment
is the primary source of Southern Ocean cloud liquid
(Fig. 2) is extremely helpful in this regard. Indeed,
knowing that shallow convective detrainment is the
primary source of Southern Ocean cloud liquid (Fig. 2)
helps explain why most of the supercooled cloud liquid
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TABLE 1. Description of global climate model runs. All runs use the Community Earth System Model with the Community Atmosphere
Model, version 5 [CESM1(CAM5); Hurrell et al. 2013] at 18 horizontal resolution with the finite-volume dynamical core.

Length
(yr)

Climate
forcing
(year)

ATM2000_cnt
ATM2000_exp
FC1850_cnt

10
10
29

2000
2000
1850

FC1850_exp

29

1850

FC1850_texp

200

1850

SOM1850_cnt

20

1850

SOM1850_texp_ocnht5texp

20

1850

SOM1850_texp_ocnht5cnt

20

1850

Name

Description
Atmosphere-only control with prescribed 2000 surface ocean.
Atmosphere-only experiment (Tice 5 253 K) with prescribed 2000 surface ocean.
Fully coupled control; initial condition 1 Jan, year 402 of CESM-LE 1850
control run b.e11.B1850C5CN.f09_g16.005 (Kay et al. 2015).
Fully coupled experiment (Tice 5 253 K); initial condition 1 Jan, year 402 of
CESM-LE 1850 control run b.e11.B1850C5CN.f09_g16.005.
Fully coupled tuned experiment (Tice 5 253 K); initial condition 1 Jan, year 402
of CESM-LE 1850 control run b.e11.B1850C5CN.f09_g16.005.
Slab ocean model control with prescribed ocean heat transport from
FC1850_cnt; initial condition 1 Jan, year 402 of CESM-LE 1850 control run
b.e11.B1850C5CN.f09_g16.005.
Slab ocean model tuned experiment (Tice 5 253 K) with prescribed ocean heat
transport from FC1850_texp; initial condition 1 Jan, year 150 of FC1850_texp.
Slab ocean model tuned experiment (Tice 5 253 K) with prescribed ocean heat
transport from FC1850_cnt; initial condition 1 Jan, year 402 of CESM-LE
1850 control run b.e11.B1850C5CN.f09_g16.005.

occurs between temperatures of 268 and 273 K (Fig. 1).
While the cloud microphysics predicts cloud phase, the
shallow convection prescribes cloud phase for the detrained condensate that forms cloud using a piecewise
linear function of temperature:
f 5 0;

for T . Tice ,

f 5 (Tice 2 T)/30;
f 5 1;

for

238:15 K , T , Tice ,

and

for T , 238:15 K
(1)

where f is the glaciated fraction (unitless), T is temperature (kelvin), and Tice is a constant that specifies the
temperature below which the shallow convection detrains
ice (kelvin). In the default configuration, Tice 5 268 K. In
other words, detrained condensate below 268 K contains
ice, but above 268 K all detrained condensate is liquid.
Because the shallow convection is the primary source
of low-level cloud condensate over the midlatitude
oceans, changing Tice in Eq. (1) provides a simple lever
to change the amount of supercooled liquid in shallow
convective clouds. Motivated by observations showing
supercooled liquid dominates at temperatures well below 268 K, we conduct experiments in which we increase
the supercooled liquid detrained from shallow convection by changing Tice. Consistent with Figs. 1 and 2,
changing Tice from 268 to 253 K implies that a much
larger fraction of the cloud condensate detrained by the
shallow convection will be liquid over the Southern
Ocean. We note that changing Tice has no effect on lowlevel tropical clouds with cloud-top temperatures that
exceed 273 K. We also note that Tice 5 253 K was the

original value proposed by Park and Bretherton (2009),
but it was not adopted as the default value during
CESM1(CAM5) development.

b. CESM1(CAM5) runs used for this study
We next introduce the model runs used in this study
(Table 1). To accomplish goal 1—testing the hypothesis
that increasing supercooled liquid in detrained condensate from the shallow convection reduces the excessive
midlatitude ocean ASR bias in CESM1(CAM5)—we use
atmosphere-only runs with fixed year 2000 sea ice and
ocean conditions. Atmosphere-only runs have prognostic
atmosphere and land but prescribed surface ocean conditions
and no ocean heat transport. Atmosphere-only runs are
useful for quantifying model biases resulting from the model
representation of atmospheric processes. For example,
CESM1(CAM5) has excessive Antarctic sea ice, a bias
that complicates interpretation of ASR bias at high
Southern Ocean latitudes. We completed both a ‘‘control’’
atmosphere-only CAM5 run in which the physics is identical
to the released version of CESM1(CAM5) and an ‘‘experiment’’ atmosphere-only CAM5 run in which we decreased
Tice from its control value of 268 K to its experiment value of
253 K [see Eq. (1)]. To test our hypothesis, we evaluate top-ofatmosphere ASR biases by comparing model runs to satelliteobserved radiative fluxes from version 2.8 of the Clouds and
the Earth’s Radiant Energy System–Energy Balanced and
Filled (CERES-EBAF) dataset (Loeb et al. 2009).
To accomplish goal 2—evaluating the impact of reduced
midlatitude ocean ASR bias on global climate—we use
fully coupled CESM1(CAM5) simulations with constant
1850 climate conditions starting with initial conditions
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FIG. 3. Global difference maps for atmosphere-only runs (ATM2000_exp minus ATM2000_cnt): (a) ASR difference for ANN.
(b) As in (a), but for DJF. (c) ANN gridbox mean cloud LWP. (d) As in (c), but for DJF. See Table 1 for model run descriptions.

from 1 January, year 402 from the 1850 fully coupled
control run of the CESM-LE project (Kay et al. 2015).
Fully coupled models have prognostic atmosphere, ocean,
land, and sea ice component models and, as such, can
predict changes in atmosphere and ocean heat transport in
response to model physics changes like those proposed
here. Like the atmosphere-only runs, we completed fully
coupled runs with differing values of Tice. To complement
the fully coupled runs, we completed slab ocean model
(SOM) runs. SOM runs have prognostic mixed layer ocean
and sea ice but constant prescribed ocean heat transport.
As a result, SOM runs come into equilibrium on the time
scales of the mixed-layer ocean (decades, proportional to
the mixed-layer heat capacity) as opposed to the time scales
of the deep ocean (centuries or greater). We use the SOM
runs to identify the importance of ocean heat transport for
the model climate response to ASR bias reduction.

3. Results
a. Shortwave radiation bias reduction in
atmosphere-only runs
We begin by presenting ASR bias in present-day
atmosphere-only runs. We compare the control with
Tice 5 268 K (ATM2000_cnt) to the experiment with
Tice 5 253 K (ATM2000_exp; Table 1). Decreasing Tice
increases the cloud liquid water path (LWP) and decreases
ASR over the midlatitude oceans in both hemispheres
where shallow convective clouds dominate (Fig. 3a). At
Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes, oceans are the

dominant surface type, and there is an active storm track
year round. As a result, we find decreasing Tice leads to the
largest ASR bias reductions over the Southern Ocean. Not
surprisingly, global maps show the largest Southern Ocean
ASR reductions occur in Southern Hemisphere summer
(DJF) (Fig. 3b). In the North Atlantic and North Pacific,
ASR reductions occur in transition seasons (MAM and
SON), but not during Northern Hemisphere summer
(JJA), when many shallow convective midlatitude clouds
have temperatures above 273 K and midlatitude cyclone
activity is reduced (not shown).
Focusing on the region with the largest ASR bias
and bias reduction, we next compare zonal mean ASR
model bias in the control and the experiment over the
Southern Ocean (Fig. 4). Increasing the supercooled liquid condensate detrained from the shallow convection
reduces the DJF (annual) Southern Ocean 308–708S ASR
bias by 11.1 (6.5) W m22 from 16.4 (7.3) to 5.3 W m22
(0.8 W m22). The largest ASR bias reductions occur from
508 to 708S, where detrained ice in the control (Figs. 1g–i)
became detrained supercooled liquid in the experiment.
In summary, the atmosphere-only model runs demonstrate that increasing the supercooled liquid in shallow
convective clouds reduces midlatitude ocean ASR biases,
especially over the Southern Ocean.

b. Shortwave radiation bias reduction in fully coupled
model runs
Having demonstrated that we can substantially reduce
midlatitude ocean ASR biases by decreasing Tice in
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FIG. 4. Zonal mean absorbed shortwave radiation bias over the Southern Ocean in atmosphereonly runs. Values in parentheses indicate the total Southern Ocean (308–708S) bias. Observations
are from CERES-EBAF (Loeb et al. 2009) version 2.8 (v2.8) for the years 2000–13. See Table 1 for
model run descriptions. Both ANN and Southern Hemisphere summer (DJF) means are plotted.

atmosphere-only runs, we next evaluate the impacts of
the same Tice changes in fully coupled model runs. We
begin by comparing global mean energy imbalance in a
fully coupled experiment (FC1850_exp, Tice 5 253 K)
with a fully coupled control (FC1850_cnt, Tice 5 268 K).
While the control has a small positive TOA energy
imbalance of 0.3 W m22, the experiment has a larger
negative TOA energy imbalance of 20.9 W m22. This
imbalance must be reduced to produce a stable coupled
simulation. The negative global energy imbalance in the
experiment results from strong shortwave cloud cooling
(Table 2). Not surprisingly, the negative TOA energy
imbalance in the experiment leads to sustained global
cooling. After 29 years, the global mean temperature in
the experiment decreases by 0.5 K and shows no sign of
stopping. Worryingly, a similar experiment completed

within a slab ocean framework experienced runaway
global cooling of 40 K after 40 years with sea ice reaching
the equator (not shown). Global cooling in this ‘‘snowball earth’’ run was enhanced by low-latitude shortwave
cloud and sea ice feedbacks that were especially prominent after year 25 (not shown).
Decreasing Tice has a large effect on ASR, which
brings the model out of global energy balance. To
obtain a stable fully coupled model run with the ASR
bias reductions resulting from decreasing Tice, additional model parameter changes are required. We found
appropriate additional model parameter changes by
performing an assessment of the regional contributions
to global mean energy balance in CESM1(CAM5).
Despite having large Southern Ocean ASR biases, the
fully coupled control has a stable climate with a small

TABLE 2. Global annual averages for fully coupled model runs. Observations are from CERES-EBAF v2.8 (Loeb et al. 2009) and the
University of Wisconsin climatology (UWisc; O’Dell et al. 2008). Root-mean-square differences between model runs and observations are
provided in parentheses. See Table 1 for a description of model runs.
Top-of-model
energy imbalance
(W m22)
CERES-EBAF
2000–13
UWisc
1987–2000
FC1850_cnt
years 1–29
FC1850_exp
years 1–29
FC1850_texp
years 1–29
FC1850_texp
years 150–200

—
—

Shortwave
cloud radiative
effect (W m22)
247.2

Longwave cloud
radiative effect
(W m22)
26.0

Total cloud
fraction
(%)

Gridbox cloud
liquid water
path (g m22)

Surface
temperature
(K)

—

—

—

—

—

—

87.2

—

0.3

247.7 (13.4)

22.6 (6.2)

63.1

40.1 (60.9)

287.2

20.9

249.9 (13.0)

23.0 (5.8)

64.4

45.4 (54.8)

286.6

0.0

246.6 (10.9)

22.3 (6.1)

62.9

44.0 (55.8)

287.5

0.0

246.7 (10.9)

22.3 (6.1)

62.9

44.0 (55.7)

287.5
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FIG. 5. Zonal global mean absorbed shortwave radiation in fully coupled runs: (a) bias and
(b) difference from control (FC1850_cnt). Observations are from CERES-EBAF v2.8 (Loeb
et al. 2009) for the years 2000–13. An area-weighted axis is used to show the balancing of
midlatitude and tropical ASR biases and differences. See Table 1 for model run description.
Both ANN and Southern Hemisphere summer (DJF) means are plotted.

global energy imbalance. The juxtaposition of a large
Southern Ocean ASR bias and small global energy imbalance implies that the default version of CESM1(CAM5)
achieves a globally balanced radiation budget with
large compensating biases. Indeed, zonal mean plots of
ASR bias for the control (Fig. 5a; FC1850_cnt, solid
lines) show insufficient tropical ASR compensates
for excessive midlatitude ASR in CESM1(CAM5), a
common occurrence in climate models (Trenberth and
Fasullo 2010). An exciting opportunity for both extratropical and tropical bias reduction emerges from
globally compensating Southern Ocean and tropical
ASR errors. If we can combine model parameter
changes to increase tropical ASR with Tice decreases to
decrease Southern Ocean ASR, we can obtain a stable
climate simulation with improved ASR in both the
tropics and the midlatitudes.
To increase tropical ASR, we made two modifications to the threshold relative humidity for low
cloud formation (rhminl; see supplemental information). First, we increased rhminl from the default value
0.8925–0.9175. Second, unlike in the control where rhminl

over the land was 0.1 lower than rhminl over the
ocean, we specified that the land have the same rhminl
as the ocean. Both rhminl changes should be considered ‘‘tuning’’ (Mauritsen et al. 2012) to obtain global
energy balance, as they were motivated by energy
balance considerations and the desire for a stable coupled climate.
Having described the motivation to increase detrained supercooled liquid (decrease Tice) and to tune
the model (rhminl changes), we combine the Tice and
rhminl changes to obtain a fully coupled ‘‘tuned experiment’’ (FC1850_texp; Table 1). The fully coupled
tuned experiment has a near-zero global energy imbalance and a stable global mean surface temperature
that is similar to the fully coupled control (Table 2).
Notably, the Tice and rhminl changes in the tuned
experiment produce a stable coupled climate with
reduced ASR bias over both the Southern Ocean
and the tropics (Fig. 5a and Table 2). Because the
rhminl changes primarily affect low clouds, their
impact on shortwave cloud cooling was larger than
on longwave cloud warming (Table 2). The rhminl
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FIG. 6. Global difference maps for fully coupled climate model runs (FC1850_texp minus FC1850_cnt): (a) ANN ASR difference. (b) As
in (a), but for DJF. (c) ANN gridbox mean cloud LWP difference. (d) As in (c), but for DJF. See Table 1 for model run description. An
average of years 150–200 is shown for FC1850_texp, while an average of years 1–29 is shown for FC1850_cnt.

changes increased tropical ASR by reducing shortwave
cloud cooling in the tuned experiment when compared
to the control but had only a small impact on the extratropics (Fig. 5b). Confirming the zonal mean picture,
global maps reveal that the largest LWP increases and
ASR decreases in the fully coupled tuned experiment
are over the Southern Ocean (Fig. 6). The fully coupled
tuned experiment ASR reductions and LWP increases
(Fig. 6) are similar to the atmosphere-only experiment (Fig. 3). In other words, we retained the desirable
Southern Ocean ASR bias reduction in a fully coupled
framework.
The climate of the fully coupled tuned experiment
(FC1850_texp) quickly adjusts to the large radiation
changes and reaches a new equilibrium climate state.
Over the first 30 yr, the global ocean heat imbalance (a
measure of ocean thermal disequilibrium) in FC1850_
texp was small (0.06 W m22). During years 150–200 of
FC1850_texp, the global ocean heat imbalance is an
order of magnitude smaller (0.007 W m22) than during
the first 30 yr of FC1850_texp. In addition, the global topof-atmosphere imbalance remains small (,0.1 W m22)
over the entire 200 yr of simulation of FC1850_texp.
We did not find a large climate-relevant transient response over 200 yr of simulation. These results suggest
that the 200-yr-long FC1850_texp simulation can be
used to understand the fully coupled climate system
response to brightening the Southern Ocean and dimming the tropics.

c. Climate influence of shortwave radiation bias
reduction in fully coupled model runs
To evaluate the equilibrium climate system response
to the ASR bias reductions shown in Fig. 5a, we next
compare years 150–200 of the fully coupled tuned experiment (FC1850_texp) with the fully coupled control
(FC1850_cnt). Figure 7 compares zonal mean air temperatures and zonal winds. Because of an enhanced
meridional temperature gradient, the Southern Hemisphere jet strengthens in the tuned experiment as compared to the control. A stronger Southern Hemisphere
jet is seen in all seasons, but especially in DJF (Fig. 7d).
Small poleward jet shifts are also evident in the Southern Hemisphere. The maximum wind speed at 850 mb,
often used to identify the eddy-induced jet, shifts poleward by 0.18 (from 51.98 to 52.18S) in the annual mean
and shifts poleward by 0.68 (from 50.98 to 51.58S) in DJF.
The results shown thus far demonstrate that ASR bias
reduction can alter global energy budgets, temperature
gradients, and atmospheric circulation. These findings
motivate an assessment of the influence of ASR bias
reduction on global heat transport. Figure 8 shows
northward heat transport in the control and tuned experiment, including a partitioning into the atmosphere
and the ocean appropriate for equilibrium conditions
[see appendix of Kay et al. (2012b) for methods]. Consistent with enhanced meridional temperature gradients, poleward heat transport increases in the tuned
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FIG. 7. Global zonal vertical mean temperature and circulation in fully coupled runs: (a) annual mean air temperature (black contours;
FC1850_cnt) and temperature response (colors; FC1850_texp minus FC1850_cnt). (b) As in (a), but for DJF. (c) Annual zonal mean wind
(black contours; FC1850_cnt) and zonal mean wind response (colors; FC1850_texp minus FC1850_cnt). (d) As in (c), but for DJF. See
Table 1 for model run descriptions. An average of years 150–200 is shown for FC1850_texp, while an average of years 1–29 is shown for
FC1850_cnt.

experiment as compared to the control. The Southern
Hemisphere poleward heat transport increase is more
than double the Northern Hemisphere poleward heat
transport increase. In addition to interhemispheric
magnitude differences, there are interhemispheric differences in the atmospheric and oceanic contributions to
total heat transport change. In the Northern Hemisphere, poleward heat transport increases are due entirely to the atmosphere while, in the Southern
Hemisphere, both the ocean (dominant in the tropics)
and atmosphere (dominant in the midlatitudes) contribute to increased poleward heat transport.
We next examine the mechanisms underlying the
increased poleward oceanic heat transport in the
Southern Hemisphere in FC1850_texp as compared to
FC1850_cnt. The increased Southern Hemisphere poleward ocean heat transport response emerges in the
first 30 yr of FC1850_texp. This quick response implicates the shallow wind-driven ocean circulation, not the
deep thermohaline ocean circulation. Figure 9 shows the
control surface zonal wind stress climatology and wind
stress response (FC1850_texp minus FC1850_cnt). Over
the Southern Hemisphere subtropics, easterly wind stress

increases, especially in the Pacific basin. Figure 10
shows the meridional overturning circulation climatology and response to the wind stress changes shown
in Fig. 9. In the top 1000 m of the Southern Hemisphere subtropical ocean, there is a deepening and
intensification of the shallow overturning ocean circulation. The enhanced easterly winds shown in Figs. 9b
and 9c increase poleward Ekman transport, leading to
increased poleward oceanic heat transport. There is
also a poleward shift in the location of upwelling in the
Southern Ocean. By comparing Figs. 9b and 10b based
on years 1–30 of FC1850_texp and Figs. 9c and 10c
based on years 150–200 of FC1850_texp, it is clear that
this shallow wind-driven ocean circulation response
emerged almost entirely in the first 30 yr and remains
stable over 200 yr of coupled simulation. After 200 yr of
simulation, changes in the deep ocean thermohaline
circulation are small, second order, and have a minor
impact on the ocean heat transport response in Fig. 8
(not shown).
Table 3 compares cross-equatorial heat transport and
tropical precipitation in the fully coupled simulations.
While both the atmosphere and the ocean contribute,
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FIG. 8. Annual mean northward heat transport in fully coupled runs: (a) climatology in fully
coupled control run (FC1850_cnt; solid) and tuned experiment (FC1850_texp; dashed);
(b) response to increased detrainment of supercooled liquid in shallow convective clouds and
tuning (FC1850_texp minus FC1850_cnt). See Table 1 for model run descriptions. An average
of years 150–200 is shown for FC1850_texp, while an average of years 1–29 is shown for
FC1850_cnt. Heat transport calculated using methods described in the appendix of Kay et al.
(2012b). Total heat transport was calculated based on the fact that, in steady state, horizontal
heat flux convergence across a latitude band is balanced by the net TOA flux poleward of that
latitude. Ocean heat transport was calculated inline. Atmospheric heat transport was calculated by integrating the residual between the top-of-atmosphere and surface heat fluxes.

the ocean is responsible for 80% of the reductions in
northward cross-equatorial heat transport in FC1850_
texp as compared to FC1850_cnt. Consistent with a
small change in atmospheric cross-equatorial heat
transport, the tropical atmospheric circulation and precipitation responses are modest. Nevertheless, the sense
of the responses is consistent with Hwang and Frierson
(2013): ameliorating the Southern Ocean ASR bias reduces northward cross-equatorial atmospheric heat
transport and shifts tropical precipitation northward,
reducing the tropical precipitation asymmetry index
bias. Unlike FC1850_cnt, atmospheric cross-equatorial
heat transport in FC1850_texp is within the uncertainty
bounds of modern observationally based estimates
(Loeb et al. 2015). Yet the total and oceanic crossequatorial heat transports are underestimated in FC1850_
texp when compared with modern observationally

based estimates. If comparison with modern observationally based estimates is appropriate, FC1850_texp has less
realistic total and oceanic cross-equatorial heat transport
than FC1850_cnt.

d. Influence of ocean heat transport on climate
response to shortwave radiation bias reduction in
slab ocean model runs
The results shown in Figs. 8–10 suggest that including
dynamic ocean heat transport limits a proposed atmospheric teleconnection linking Southern Ocean ASR
bias reduction with tropical precipitation shifts. Because
slab ocean models are run with prescribed ocean heat
transport, they provide a useful framework to quantify
the influence of ocean heat transport on a modeled climate response. Leveraging the capability to prescribe
ocean heat transport within SOMs, we next identify
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FIG. 9. Surface zonal wind stress and wind stress response: (a) climatology in fully coupled control (FC1850_cnt; years 1–29);
(b) response to increased detrainment of supercooled liquid in shallow convective clouds and tuning (FC1850_texp minus FC1850_cnt)
using years 1–30 of FC1850_texp. (c) As in (b), but using years 150–200 of FC1850_texp.
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FIG. 10. Meridional overturning circulation (MOC; 1 Sv [ 106 m3 s21): (a) climatology in fully coupled control (FC1850_cnt; years
1–29); (b) response to increased detrainment of supercooled liquid in shallow convective clouds and tuning (FC1850_texp minus FC1850_
cnt) using years 1–30 of FC1850_texp. (c) As in (b), but using years 150–200 of FC1850_texp.

the influence of ocean heat transport on the climate
response to ASR bias reduction. Specifically, we compare an SOM experiment with prescribed ocean heat
transport changes resulting from ASR bias reduction
(SOM1850_texp_ocnht5texp) to an SOM experiment with
fixed ocean heat transport (SOM1850_texp_ocnht5cnt).
Both SOM experiments have ASR bias reduction similar
to the fully coupled experiment (Fig. 5).
We begin by comparing atmospheric heat transport in
the SOMs and fully coupled runs (Fig. 11). Like the fully
coupled experiment with dynamic ocean heat transport,
the SOM experiment with changed ocean heat transport
has small changes in cross-equatorial atmospheric heat

transport. In contrast, the SOM with fixed ocean heat
transport has large increases (0.3 PW) in atmospheric
cross-equatorial heat transport. When ocean heat transport is fixed, ASR bias reduction produces increases in
both northward cross-equatorial moisture transport and
southward cross-equatorial energy transport (Fig. 11b).
If cross-equatorial atmospheric heat and moisture
transport change (Fig. 11b), we expect a large tropical
atmospheric circulation, moisture convergence, and
precipitation response. Indeed, Figs. 12 and 13 confirm
the importance of cross-equatorial atmospheric heat
transport for shifting the ITCZ. When ocean heat
transport is fixed, large cross-equatorial atmospheric
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TABLE 3. Cross-equatorial heat transport (CHT) and tropical precipitation asymmetry index. The tropical precipitation asymmetry
index (TPAI) is defined following Hwang and Frierson (2013) as precipitation in the Northern Hemisphere tropics (08–208N area averaged) minus precipitation in the Southern Hemisphere tropics (08–208S area averaged) normalized by the tropical mean precipitation
(208S–208N area averaged). See Table 1 for a description of model runs.

Observationally constrained
2001–12 (Loeb et al. 2015)
FC1850_cnt years 1–29
FC1850_texp years 1–29
FC1850_texp years 150–200

Total
CHT (PW)

Atmospheric
CHT (PW)

Oceanic
CHT (PW)

Tropical precipitation
asymmetry index

0.20 6 0.05

20.24 6 0.04

0.44 6 0.07

0.20

0.26
0.13
0.11

20.18
20.19
20.21

0.44
0.32
0.32

0.11
0.12
0.15

heat transport changes occur. As a result, the tropical
atmospheric response to reduced ASR includes reduced
subsidence and increased precipitation north of the
equator and enhanced subsidence and decreased precipitation south of the equator (Figs. 12a and 13). The
tropical precipitation asymmetry index in SOM1850_
tex_ocnht5cnt is 0.33, which is much larger than in

FC1850_texp (0.15) or in modern-day observations
(0.20) (Table 3). On the other hand, when ocean heat
transport changes are predicted or prescribed, a muted
tropical atmospheric circulation and precipitation response occurs (Figs. 12b,c and 13). These results confirm
that, with dynamic ocean heat transport, tropical precipitation is less affected by Southern Ocean cooling. In

FIG. 11. Atmospheric northward heat transport response to increased detrainment of supercooled liquid in shallow convective clouds and tuning: (a) total energy and (b) latent and dry
static energy. Responses are shown for fully coupled model (FC1850_texp minus FC1850_cnt),
slab ocean model with prescribed ocean heat transport changes (SOM1850_texp_ocnht5texp
minus SOM1850_cnt), and slab ocean model run with fixed ocean heat transport (SOM1850_
texp_ocnht5cnt minus SOM1850_cnt). Years 1–20 are shown for all slab ocean experiments,
years 1–29 are shown for FC1850_cnt, and years 150–200 are used for FC1850_texp. See Table 1
for model run descriptions.
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FIG. 12. Annual mean subsidence climatology (black contours) and subsidence response (colors): (a) slab ocean
model run with fixed ocean heat transport (SOM1850_cnt and SOM1850_cnt minus SOM1850_texp_ocnht5cnt);
(b) fully coupled model (FC1850_cnt and FC1850_texp minus FC1850_cnt); and (c) slab ocean model with prescribed
ocean heat transport changes (SOM1850_cnt and SOM1850_cnt minus SOM1850_texp_ocnht5texp). Years 1–20 are
shown for all slab ocean experiments, years 1–29 are shown for FC1850_cnt, and years 150–200 are used for FC1850_
texp. See Table 1 for model run descriptions.
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the climate model experiments with dynamic or prescribed ocean circulation changes, Southern Ocean
ASR bias reduction leads to small ITCZ northward
shifts because the ocean, not the atmosphere, dominates
the cross-equatorial heat transport response. To summarize these results, Fig. 14 contains a schematic contrasting the climate impacts of ASR bias reduction with
and without dynamic ocean heat transport.

4. Discussion
Our results demonstrate that shallow convective cloud
phase exerts a strong control on global energy balance.
Specifically, increasing supercooled liquid in shallow convective clouds to better match observations enables large
reductions in long-standing shortwave radiation biases in a
state-of-the-art climate model [CESM1(CAM5)]. The
climate impacts of these shortwave radiation bias reductions are profound. A cooler, brighter Southern Ocean
and warmer dimmer tropics leads to increased poleward
heat transport, especially in the Southern Hemisphere. In
response to stronger meridional temperature gradients,
the Southern Hemisphere atmospheric jet increases in
strength and shifts slightly poleward, as proposed by Ceppi
et al. (2012). This jet strengthening and small poleward jet
shift is consistent with a more poleward and realistic jet
location in CESM1(CAM5) (Kay et al. 2014) when compared to other models of its class (Barnes and Polvani
2013). Unfortunately, the westerly winds over the Southern Ocean are already too strong in CESM1(CAM5), due
in part to a cold upper-troposphere bias present in many
models without a resolved stratospheric circulation (e.g.,
Charlton-Perez et al. 2013). Though fixing the Southern
Ocean shortwave radiation bias is an important step forward and enables new science, it is not a panacea.
Yet, perhaps the most fundamental outcome of this
study is a null result with relevance to climate dynamics.
In our fully coupled tuned experiment, ITCZ shifts are
small in response to a preferentially cooled Southern
Hemisphere. Cooling the Southern Ocean has little impact
on tropical precipitation because cross-equatorial heat
transport changes occur primarily in the ocean (80% of the
response), not the atmosphere (20% of the response). For
this reason, quantifying the influence of Southern Ocean
cooling on global climate requires the use of a model with
dynamic ocean heat transport. Similarly, Deser et al. (2015)
emphasize the importance of dynamic ocean heat transport
and atmosphere–ocean coupling in producing the equatorially symmetric pattern of response to Arctic sea ice loss.
More broadly, our results raise a critical question for the
climate dynamics of extratropical–tropical teleconnections:
Given interhemispheric temperature differences, when
does the ocean, not the atmosphere, accomplish the

VOLUME 29

required cross-equatorial heat transport? A dynamic ocean
has been neglected in many (but not all) previous studies
that analyzed atmospheric teleconnections and ITCZ shifts
[e.g., Seo et al. 2014; Hwang and Frierson 2013, their supplementary materials; Frierson and Hwang 2012; some but
not all references in Chiang and Friedman (2012)]. An
important role for the ocean in cross-equatorial heat
transport is certainly possible. For example, recent work
has emphasized the importance of oceanic cross-equatorial
heat transport in setting the mean position of the ITCZ
(Frierson and Hwang 2012; Fuckar et al. 2013; Marshall
et al. 2014). Slab ocean models are useful for isolating the
role of dynamic ocean heat transport, but their use in
quantifying global teleconnections should be justified via
comparison with fully coupled model simulations.
While we have reduced a long-standing climate model
bias, documented the climate response, and highlighted
the role of dynamic ocean circulation in global teleconnections, important additional work remains. First of
all, are our results robust in other models? Recent work
using an independent fully coupled climate model
(HadGEM2-ES) corroborates our finding that tropical
rainfall is insensitive to Southern Hemispheric cooling
(M. Hawcroft 2016, personal communication). Second,
this study focuses on mean state 1850 climate, but more
realistic shallow convective cloud phase in climate
models also has implications for transient simulations
and cloud–climate feedbacks. While the global mean
cloud–climate feedback in response to increased greenhouse gases is likely positive (Boucher et al. 2013),
negative Southern Ocean cloud feedbacks are present
in most climate models (Zelinka et al. 2013), including
CESM1(CAM5) (Kay et al. 2014). These negative
cloud feedbacks are a consequence of optical depth
increases (Zelinka et al. 2013), with a large contribution from clouds changing in phase from ice to liquid
(Tsushima et al. 2006; Kay et al. 2014) and a small
contribution from poleward jet shifts (Kay et al. 2014;
Grise and Polvani 2014; Ceppi and Hartmann 2015). Yet,
if cloud phase is diagnosed purely as a function of temperature in climate models [e.g., as it is within the shallow
convection parameterization within CESM1(CAM5);
see Eq. (1)], warming automatically converts ice to liquid
and increases cloud optical depth. Two obvious follow-on
questions emerge: First, could having more realistic
liquid-dominated Southern Ocean clouds change the sign
of the Southern Ocean cloud–climate feedback from
negative to positive in CESM1(CAM5)? We expect the
negative cloud feedback to be sensitive to both the
amount of ice present in the mean state and its susceptibility to warming (McCoy et al. 2014). Second, how
realistic are parameterizations that predict phase change
purely as a function of temperature? The amount of
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FIG. 13. Zonal annual mean precipitation (a) climatology in fully coupled control (FC1850_
cnt; years 1–29) and Global Precipitation Climatology Project observations (1979–2009) (Adler
et al. 2003); (b) ANN response; and (c) DJF response. Response is shown for fully coupled run
(FC1850_texp minus FC1850_cnt), slab ocean model run with changes in ocean heat transport
(SOM1850_texp_ocnht5texp minus SOM1850_cnt), and slab ocean model run without
changes in ocean heat transport (SOM1850_texp_ocnht5cnt minus SOM1850_cnt). Years
1–20 are shown for all slab ocean experiments, years 1–29 are shown for FC1850_cnt, and
years 150–200 are used for FC1850_texp. See Table 1 for model run descriptions.

liquid and ice in clouds in the real atmosphere depends
on many factors beyond temperature (Morrison et al.
2012). Prognostic microphysical processes that predict
cloud phase are increasingly common in models but are
still often neglected in parameterized convection (e.g.,
Park et al. 2014; Forbes and Ahlgrimm 2014).

5. Summary
We reduced large, long-standing, and pervasive
shortwave radiation model biases over the Southern
Ocean and the tropics in a state-of-the-art global coupled climate model [CESM1(CAM5)]. Bias reductions
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FIG. 14. Schematic showing climate response to absorbed shortwave radiation bias reduction (less ASR in
Southern Ocean, more ASR in the tropics) (a) with fixed ocean heat transport and (b) with dynamic ocean heat
transport. All indicated changes are anomalies relative to a mean state climate.
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resulted from increasing the supercooled liquid water in
shallow convective clouds to better match observations
and tuning the relative humidity threshold for low
clouds to obtain global energy balance. The climate
impacts of the reduced shortwave radiation biases
included a cooled Southern Ocean, a warmed tropics,
increased poleward heat transport (especially in the
Southern Hemisphere), and a stronger Southern Hemisphere atmospheric jet. Cooling the Southern Ocean had a
negligible influence on tropical circulation and rainfall in
our fully coupled model experiments. We found a weak
extratropical–tropical atmospheric teleconnection in our
fully coupled runs because Southern Ocean cooling increased cross-equatorial heat transport primarily in the
ocean, not the atmosphere. More broadly, this work
demonstrates the importance of using a global fully coupled model with dynamic ocean heat transport when
quantifying the global climate impacts of interhemispheric
temperature gradients. Future work will investigate the
influence of more realistic cloud phase on transient climate
simulations, including especially Southern Ocean shortwave cloud–climate feedbacks. Many important climate
questions remain for the Southern Ocean.
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